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	Domain Architectures : Models and Architectures for UML Applications, 9780470848333 (0470848332), John Wiley & Sons, 2004
The last two decennia have witnessed many advances in the area of software
development. The advent of object-oriented programming languages and modelling
languages such as Unified Modeling Language (UML) has increased our ability
as developers to design and realize large and enterprise-wide software systems.
However, software engineering, as a discipline seems to be lacking in its support
for reference models that can be used in order to help developers create new
systems quickly and efficiently. The software development process is still a very
context-sensitive and idiosyncratic process. Whereas disciplines such as chemical
engineering and mathematics have developed domain models for a range of problems,
the IT industry is in general lacking in such models. Software development
tends to be a very personal experience and in many cases how a system is to be
developed is a product of a single person’s insights. This is a potentially dangerous
state of affairs because there is no guarantee that the resulting model reflects the
problem domain well.

This book introduces a number of so-called models (we call them domain architectures)
that act as ‘cookie-cutters’ or reference models for more specific real-life
applications. Working with domain architectures demands a shift in thinking because
when designing a new software system we try to categorize it as an instance system
of one or more domain architectures. Having done that we can reuse and
specialize the requirements, viewpoints and generic architecture to the specific systems.
This results in massive reuse at the architectural and design levels while the
risk of failure is reduced because the reference models in this book are based in
real-life applications and experience. They have been used on real projects with
real customers.

The reference models can and should be used in much the same way as people
reason about the world around them. This is the Ausubel subsumption theory: when
developing software systems we relate new knowledge to relevant concepts and
propositions we already know.
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Principles of Broadband Switching & NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The past few decades have seen the merging of many computer and communication applications. Enabled by the advancement of optical fiber, wireless communication, and very-large-scale integration (VLSI) technologies, modern telecommunication networks can be regarded as one of the most important inventions of the past century.
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Telecommunications and Networks (Computer Weekly)Focal Press, 1997
Telecommunications is an old and stable technology if you think only of telephones and telegraph. But in the 1960s came computers and the processing of data. Soon, we needed data communications to transmit data to remote PCs connected by networks. Later, these points of communications increased in number, with the transmission being no longer...

		

The Object-Oriented Thought Process (3rd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2008
The Object-Oriented Thought Process is a concise and readable primer. Matt Weisfeld's years of programming, teaching, and writing have given him a flair for presenting highly technical topics in a clear and interesting manner. He is able to blend abstract concepts with ingenious examples and clear illustrations to quickly teach powerful OOP...




	

Crysis: Prima Official Game Guide (Prima Official Game Guides)Prima Games, 2007

	•Detailed strategies on when and where to utilize your Nanosuit abilities, weapon augmentations, vehicles, and more.

	

	•In-depth information on every single weapon, including rates of fire and damage criteria for both single- and multiplayer.

	

	•Incredibly deep tactics covering every single-player...


		

Communications and Networking: 13th EAI International Conference, ChinaCom 2018, Chengdu, China, October 23-25, 2018, Proceedings (Lecture Notes of ... and Telecommunications Engineering)Springer, 2019

	The book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th EAI International Conference on Communications and Networking, held in October 2018 in Chengdu, China. The 71 papers presented were carefully selected from 114 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on wireless communications and networking, next...


		

J Is for JazzBright Connections Media, 2014

	Winner 2015 Annual American Graphic Design Award! The perfect way to introduce children to a truly American art form, and a work of art in its own right, J Is for Jazz is the cat's pajamas for all readers-little finger zingers through grown-up cats!


	Be-bopping, lyrical introductions to key jazz figures, locations,...
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